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TODAY’S FREE SPORTS BETTING TIPS… 
TWL Pro Tip  
Salisbury 19:10 - Altra Vita @ 11/8 Win Bet 

Trend Betting  
Worcester 14:20 - Old Pride @ 7/1 Each Way Bet 

Declan O'Donoghue - Irish Racing  
Listowel 14:35 - Diamond Hill @ 1/1 Win Bet 

CLICK HERE FOR A LIVE INTERACTIVE LEAGUE TABLE
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Today's Sports Betting Preview - By Rick Elliott


England Play Switzerland In Real Friendly 


England were 22 minutes away from playing in the World Cup final but have now 
lost three matches in succession for the first time since 1988. On the one hand 
England only beat Tunisia, Panama and Sweden in 90 minutes in Russia but 
progressed further than Germany, Brazil, Spain and Argentina. The cards definitely 
fell kindly but you can only beat who you have to play and England did score 12 
goals in seven matches during the World Cup. Switzerland are their opponents this 
evening at Leicester’s ground in what is a genuine friendly rather than the pseudo 
friendlies that are fixtures in the UEFA Nations League. ENGLAND are 7/10 with 
Ladbrokes to beat Switzerland tonight.


The bane of international football in the past has been meaningless matches with 
nothing at stake. Inventing a tournament concept will not fool the fans and 
everybody knows winning Euro 2020 is what matters and the Nations League is a 
manufactured environment. At least tonight the match is called a friendly and is not 
being disguised as something it is not. Team selection and motivation are key and 
you would fancy the England second string to beat Switzerland. However, England 
have won just three of their last nine friendlies and Switzerland have lost twice in 22 
matches. The visitors scored six against Iceland in their last match and England are 
strong up front so the bet of the match is BOTH TEAMS TO SCORE at Evens with 
bet365.   


Backing football teams at odds-on is not everybody’s cup of tea and in international 
friendlies teams often don’t play to their best. Players may lack the desire and 
hunger while opponents may have something to prove. However, in any potential 
scenario Poland must beat Ireland at home tonight in a non-competitive match. 
Ireland have just seven Premier League players available for selection. POLAND 
have a new coach and must be backed even at 11/20 with William Hill.


It’s the second day of the Listowel harvest festival and the fixture is the most 
lucrative of the day. The richest race on the card is the handicap hurdle over two 
miles at 3.40 and there is a maximum field of 18 runners. The place terms are one 
quarter the odds for the first four and KUIPER BELT is the each-way bet. The horse 
has won two minor races in England and now steps up to handicap company with 
potentially something in hand so is the selection at 10/1 with Coral.   
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O’Brien Back In Form After A Break - By High Roller Racing


Aidan O’Brien was quite open, even if just a little late for some of us, about the virus 
attack his bloodstock and upsetting both his winning statistics and punters in 
general. 


Aidan has been the Champion Prizw Money trainer since 1999 and will be there 
again this season… what hope do other trainers have? I think they hope he gives up! 
That’s to easy to hope for as Joseph, his son, is learning very quickly. I would think 
Joseph will one day take over from his father.


Although the yard were open about the virus they now seem to be coming out of 
what would have been a very disappointing ‘lull’ in their winning ways. Just recently 
Aidan had Kenya win the Irish Cesarawitch at 20/1 and Innisfree at 12/1. Both of 
these horses were returning from around two months off the track so it may be 
worth looking at the yards horses returning from such a lay off. Horses fitting this 
trend are Spanish Point, Mount Tabora and Snowflakes all entered at Listowel. Look 
for their participation. I think we can be more positive about the yards recovery 
process.


Jamie Snowden has had his string in particularly good form of late and with wins for 
Carntop and Lord Topper plus very useful places for Fact Of The Matter and 
Fileman. Lord Topper was given a very tender ride by a Page Fuller to win twice at 
Newton Abbot recently and the three timer looks possible. Both Carntop and Lord 
Topper has entries this week so don’t ignore them. The yards horse Next Level paid 
the price for jumping errors at Stratford and could be given a spell back over 
hurdles. He could need re-schooling. Watch for this small yards entries and runners.


Karl Burke has a yard with some very talented performers housed there. In the last 
two weeks horses like Havana Mariposa, Guvnors Choice and Mijack has shown 
personal bests in decent races with Guvnors the only one to do it in defeat but he 
could take some beating if taking up his entry at Wolverhampton this week. Karl and 
his staff have more horses in their care than ever before and Mr Dependable, 
Havana Mariposa and French Sonnet all have entries this coming week and they 
look like winnable entries. Watch for Karl’s runners.


High Roller is in decent form this month with a 50 percent strike rate. Three wins and 
three seconds but feel unlucky as all three seconds were beaten in photo finishes. 
It’s free to join us and we only ask you to pay £10 for every winner. Follow the link 
below to trial us. Best of luck this week.


CLICK HERE AND REGISTER FOR FREE! 
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Tuesday’s Horses In Focus - By Unity Racing Investments


Really nice to report a 38% return on investment so far in September. With over 
30% strike rate. Largely helped by winning 3 from 3 yesterday. The biggest price 
being 11/2. 


We nearly got a great start after last weeks newsletter bet (Also sent to members) 
SUNDAY STAR advised at 40/1 ran a much better race and finished a head second 
lucky we got the each way money back but we just missed a huge win. Great info 
on that one! 


Today for members we have several bets at Catterick that look very strong on paper 
so I’m looking forward to seeing how they go. 


For free Members we are looking at one race Leicester 2-10 Stakes (Class 4) 7f. The 
favourite sets a fairly high standard here of a mark of 90 dropped in class here 
today. 


IMPULSION trades around 9/4 and that makes a reasonable saver to a horse that 
we have heard has improved pounds at home. JUST BE FRIENDLY wasn’t fit or 
clued up for her first race but should be a whole different proposition this time round 
according to connections. At 5/1 there is a significant gamble already going down 
on This horse. Maybe a small rev forecast is the order of the day. 


Join today to get involved with our Catterick bets and to join us for what should be a 
really great end to the year.


CLICK HERE - 12 Month Membership Only £96.00! 
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